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Let G be a Chevalley group over a finite field of characteristic p > 0. If I is a prime 
different from p, then the mod 1 cohomology of G has a very close relationship with 
the cohomology of the corresponding complex Lie group, as described by Quillen 
[4]. The analogous equicharacteristic problem is not as well understood. Quillen [5] 
established a vanishing range result for the equicharacteristic ohomology of GL, 
using certain PoincarC series estimates. This was subsequently redone in Friedlander 
[3] so as to apply to other classical groups. Quillen’s original proof is very suggestive 
of a possible general approach to finding vanishing ranges for the Chevalley groups 
rather than the inductive techniques of [3]. We develop this idea here and obtain a 
procedure for reading off directly from the root system the desired vanishing range 
for an arbitrary Chevalley group. In particular, we obtain new information on the 
exceptional groups. It seems interesting that certain familiar numerical invariants of 
root systems arise naturally in this computation. We work in the Chevalley frame- 
work of root systems and their associated discrete groups of Lie type; see [l, 21 for 
unexplained terminology. We begin by recalling the rudiments of this theory. 
Let @ denote an indecomposable root system of rank 1. If k is a field (or even Z) 
then one has an associated universal Chevalley group G(k). If k is the finite field F, 
we will write simply G(q). The group G(k) has a set of distinguished generators 
[x,(r): r E 0, t E k]. These generators correspond to certain automorphisms of the Lie 
algebra of type 0 over k. From these generators one can define new elements h,(t), 
for TE @, TV k*. The subgroup H generated by these corresponds to the maximal 
torus of dimension I in the Lie group setting and to the Cartan subalgebra in the Lie 
algebra setting. Indeed, there is an isomorphism: H=(k*)’ defined by 
h,,(t,) . . . h,,(tt)-(r,, . . . , rl) where pl,. . . , p1 is a system of fundamental roots for 
@. Similarly, if we fix a root r we can consider the root subgroup X, generated by 
[x,(t): t E k]. Again, we have an obvious isomorphism: X, = k’ defined by x,(t) c*r, 
where k’ denotes the additive group of the field k. The group H acts by conjugation 
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on X,. It suffices to consider the act of h,(A) on x,(t). We have: 
hp,(A)x,(r)h,,(A)-’ = x,(A2(p~,‘)“p,.p,‘f) 
where ( , ) denotes the Euclidean inner product on the root system. 
Hence if r is the fundamental root pi, then the action of h,(A) on X, represents the 
element AAll E k* = Aut(k), where (Aii) is the (lx I) Cartan matrix. This cor- 
respondence defines a map: 
a :H+ fi Aut(X,J=(k*)‘. 
i=l 
It is given explicitly by 
a(k,,(r*) - * * hr,(tA) = cl-l f:‘9lsd. 
It is possible to relate the map (Y to some other familiar notions in the theory of root 
systems. Denote by xi(@) (respecitively Z,(G)) the free abelian group generated by 
the fundamental weights ql,. . . , qr (respectively the fundamental roots pl. . . . , p,). 
We can form the quotient X,(@)/&(Q) and it suffices to recall the relation: 
where 1 s i d 1. We have the following basic result: 
Theorem 1. Ker(cu : H + (k”)‘) = HomZ(Sl(@)/3Z0(@), k*). 
Proof. We have the equivalences: cu(h,,(ti) * . * h,,(q)) = 0 if and only if n t> = 1 
(1 =Z i s I) if and only if the map qi wti is a k-character of di(@)/&,(@). 
We will denote the cardinality of the homomorphism group mentioned in 
Theorem 1 by C(@, q) if k = F,, q = pd. These numbers are important and easy to 
compute (see Remark 2 below). The significance of these numbers for cohomology 
will appear shortly. First we recall two key lemmas: 
Lemma 2. The Poincare series (denoted PS) of H*(X,, FP) as a F-representation of H 
is 
n (1+r-““z)(1-r-““r*)-‘. 
O=ZbCd 
Proof. The root subgroup X, is isomorphic to the additive group of F,, hence has the 
cohomology of an elementary abelian p-group (see [5]). 
Lemma 3. Supposejb, 0 < b < d, are non-negative integers, c divides into (p - 1) and: 
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Then, if not all the jb are zero, E jb 2 d(p - 1)/c. 
Proof. See Friedlander [3]. 
Finally we come to the vanishing range theorem: 
Theorem d. Let c(Q) =max[A,i: r E @+, r = C A,ipi]. Then if p is odd, q = pd and 
C(@, q) dioides into (p - l), we have: 
H’@‘(q), F,) = 0, ’ (p-l)d %(@,q)E@j 
Proof. Let U denote the unipotent subgroup of Q(q) generated by the positive root 
subgroups. This corresponds to the usual unipotent radical of the Bore1 subgroup. It 
is known (see [2, p. 781) that U is a Sylow p-subgroup of G(q) and that it has a 
filtration by subgroups with associated quotients isomorphic to X, r a positive root. 
Hence we can utilize the Lyndon-Hochschild spectral sequence and Lemma 2 to 
obtain: 
PS[H*(U, Fp)ls l-l PS[H*G’r, F,)l rs@* 
where J ranges over all families (m,b, nrb), 0 S mrb s 1, nrb 2 0 and 
d-l 
Since H*(@(q), FP) injects into the invariants of H*( U, F,) under the action of H, it 
suffices to show these H-invariants do not occur below our desired bound. Suppose 
l-I 4+ r -yc”= L, the trivial character on H = (/c*)‘. We must show D(J) = 0 or 
D(J)sd(p- l)/C(rP, q)E. If r is a positive root, then r=CA,pi where &isO. 
Viewing r as a character on H, then we write: r = nplri. Hence: 
-M,(J) , 
where ci = xrGo+ A,&&(J) = 1 Ari(mb + nrb)pb and the unadorned summation runs 
over r E @+, 0 s b < d. By Theorem 1, the map (Y : H + (K*)’ has image of index 
C(@, 4) so Coker (cu) is killed by C(@,q) and C(@, q)(k*)’ = (C(@, q)l*)‘. Thus ei 
must kill C(@, q)k* which is cyclic of order (pd - l)/C(@, q), so 
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But if D(J) > 0, then for some r, b we have mrb + nrb > 0, SO 
f?i= C hti(mrb+nrb)>O 
rc@’ 
for some i, b. By Lemma 3: 
d(p-1) 
ei=~A,i(m,b+nrb)3- a@, 4) 
Thus: 
G-1) 
CE(rn,b+nrb)2~hri(rnrb+n,bb)~- 
b.r b.r CC@, 9) 
where r = E(G). So D(J)sd(p - l)/C(@, qk and the proof is complete. 
Of course, this result works best for large values of q. We give a table of the relevant 
constants (where ( , ) denotes greatest common divisor): 
AI (1+1,q-1) 1 
Bf 2 2 
Cl 2 2 
Dl w,q’-1) 2 
F4 1 4 
G2 1 3 
E6 (3,q-1) 2 
~57 2 4 
E8 1 6 
For example, we now obtain Quillen’s remark [5, p. 5821 which asserts that the 
cohomology of S&(p) vanishes below dimension $(p - l), p an odd prime, and an 
appropriate generalization of it for all special linear groups. We point out several 
other interesting consequences. Firstly, we can take the direct limit over the finite 
fields of characteristic p and obtain: 
Corollary 5. fi*(@(F), FP) = 0 for all @. 
Proof. We have the isomorphism: 
H*(@(F), F,) -lip fi*@(F,d), Fp). 
It is easy to see that the vanishing range is then unbounded. 
We also make the following concluding remarks: 
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Remark 1. The adjoint Chevalley groups are appropriate quotients of the universal 
Chevalley groups, e.g. PSL. is the adjoint of SL,. We obtain the same vanishing 
range for these groups since the subgroup one divides out is the center of the 
Chevalley group, which is finite and has order prime to p. 
Remark 2. By a result of Solomon [6], one can interpret our constant C(@, 4) as 
C(@, 4) = card(@(q))-‘qN ifil (qdc-1) 
where N is the number of positive roots of @ and the di are the degrees of the basic 
polynomial invariants of the Weyl group of type @. 
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